SOHP Editor’s note:
Jan Aldrich discovered this letter in the CUFOS/NICAP files. It was written by
William McNeff on Dec. 3, 1969, and received by NICAP headquarters in
Washington, D.C. on Dec. 8, 1969. [Also attached to the letter were copies of the
radarscope photographs, which have not been reproduced here].
McNeff’s unnamed relative referenced in the letter is SSgt. Richard Clark, who
was the intelligence/B-52 targeting officer tasked with preparing a report on the
morning of the events for the commander of the 5th Bombardment Wing at Minot
AFB. Clark requested two sets of the 8 X 10 positive prints of the relevant
radarscope photos and retained one set as a desk copy. Following his discharge
in late August 1969, he bequeathed the desk copy set of prints to McNeff.
McNeff notes that a team led by a Colonel arrived at Minot AFB the following day
to review the radarscope footage. It is noted that Patrick McCaslin, the B-52
Navigator, also recalled being invited to review the radarscope footage with
“people from Washington” led by a full colonel.
McCaslin transcription page 36-37:
PM: You know, somebody from a higher Headquarters. Nobody identified them as Project
Bluebook, but there were people that were brought in supposedly to investigate what was going
on, and I remember—I was allowed to see the actual film. They brought us in and they showed
us—and this was on like a microfiche viewer, you know. You turn the crank and—
INT: How many photos were on—
PM: Oh, there was a bunch. I mean 10-15 minutes worth of stuff. And it's that that they used to
calculate the speed. That's where I found out what the speed was during that session. They said,
"We figured the speed was—," and I forget. It was a phenomenal amount—it was a phenomenal
speed. And what's important about that is not the speed, but the fact that they could
instantaneously go from one speed to the next, and then instantaneously resume the prior speed.
That was more impressive to me than the actual speed, although that was impressive enough.
And after viewing the film, there I remember there was a full Colonel and he had his blues on.
Very casual. I think he had his blues unbuttoned. And I remember asking him—my impression
being that he was one of these people from Washington or higher that was investigating these
things. And I said—you know, I told the wife that I'd seen something pretty unusual that night, but
I hadn't been talking to anybody outside of the crew or General Holland or anybody, 'cause no
one had said anything, but I didn't know, I thought the prudent thing was not to discuss it. So I
asked this guy, 'Can I talk to people about this—am I at liberty to discuss this with anybody or
not?" And he said, "Sure. I don't care. Go ahead." So it was no big deal to him, unless, all I can
figure is, the fix was already in, but, you know, they had their explanation, because he made it
clear to me that I could talk to anybody I wanted to about it.
INT: And this happened how long after—
PM: Ah, I'd say within the week of the incident. Yeah. Maybe within 2 or 3 days, but within a week,
I'd say.
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